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Install a program’s uninstaller in Windows 7. In Windows 8 and Windows 8.Q: Rails 3: custom error handling with JSON I am
trying to write my own error handler that acts as my own HTTP server. In particular, I need to respond to unhandled exceptions
and return a JSON string that contains a custom error message to the client. I came across this question which offers a solution
for ASP.NET. My problem is that I'm using Rails 3 instead of ASP.NET MVC 2 (though I'm willing to do some conversion if
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someone can explain how). In addition, my controller is built on Rack::CommonLogger and I haven't been able to find an
equivalent for the logger.debug in ASP.NET. Here's what I have so far: class ApplicationController { :message => "Unhandled
Exception!", :error => response.body } end end end I am calling this method in the ApplicationController.initialize_server
block. I have also created a file at the top-level of my application called 500.html.erb which contains: 82157476af
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